UNHCR has continued to support the emergency shelter network in Ecuador during the first months of the year.

Through support in operational capacity, management, supplies, equipment and infrastructure improvements to 8 partners that manage 10 emergency shelters (6 of them specialized protection shelters such as GBV, LGTBIQ+, CP, etc. and 4 shelters for people in human mobility), it has been possible to ensure comprehensive attention in shelter and protection for people of interest to UNHCR in 10 provinces of the country.

In coordination with the WAN working group of the GTRM, a training campaign on shelter management and protection was launched in Tulcán, which is expected to be replicated in the rest of the country in the coming months.

**People of Concern assisted with temporary emergency shelter in Jan - Mar 2022**

- **736** People of concern who receive psychosocial support
- **25** People trained in temporary emergency shelter management

**People of Concern assisted by age group in Jan - Mar 2022**

- **54.88%** Adults
- **32.52%** Children & Teenagers
- **11.21%** Infants
- **1.39%** Elders

**People of Concern assisted with temporary emergency shelter per month Jan - Mar 2022**

- **1,340** January
- **1,064** February
- **2,419** March

For more information please visit: [https://data2.unhcr.org/en/country/ecu](https://data2.unhcr.org/en/country/ecu)